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Abstract

In this paper, we introduce a new model for computing polynomials—a depth-2 circuit with

a symmetric gate at the top and plus gates at the bottom, i.e. the circuit computes a symmetric

function in linear functions—Sd
mðc1; c2;y; cmÞ ðSd

m is the dth elementary symmetric

polynomial in m variables, and the ci’s are linear functions). We refer to this model as the

symmetric model. This new model is related to standard models of arithmetic circuits,

especially to depth-3 circuits. In particular, we show that in order to improve the results of

Shpilka and Wigderson (in: CCC, Vol. 14, 1999, pp. 87–96), i.e. to prove super-quadratic

lower bounds for depth-3 circuits, one must first prove a super-linear lower bound for the

symmetric model.

We prove two non-trivial linear lower bounds for our model. The first lower bound is for

computing the determinant, and the second is for computing the sum of two monomials. The

main technical contribution relates the maximal dimension of linear subspaces on which Sd
m

vanishes to lower bounds in the symmetric model. In particular, we show that an answer of the

following problem (which is very natural, and of independent interest) will imply lower bounds

on symmetric circuits for many polynomials:

What is the maximal dimension of a linear subspace of Cm; on which Sd
m vanishes?

We give two partial solutions to the problem above, each enables us to prove a different

lower bound. Using our techniques we also prove quadratic lower bounds for depth-3 circuits

computing the elementary symmetric polynomials of degree an (where 0oao1 is a constant),

thus extending the result of Shpilka and Wigderson (in: CCC, Vol. 14, 1999, pp. 87–96). These

are the best lower bounds known for depth-3 circuits over fields of characteristic zero.

r 2002 Elsevier Science (USA). All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

1.1. Background

Arithmetic circuits and boolean circuits are very natural models for computing
polynomials. Similar to most computational models almost no lower bounds are
known for these models. The best lower bound is the classical Oðn log dÞ of Strassen
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[25] and Baur and Strassen [3] for arithmetic circuits computing a polynomial of
degree d in n variables over the complex field. No such lower bound is known for
arithmetic circuits over fields of characteristic other than 0, or for boolean circuits.
In addition, there is no lower bound for depth.
Since it is difficult to prove lower bounds for the general model (independent of

the characteristic of the field), research focused on restricted models such as
monotone boolean and arithmetic circuits, bounded depth circuits (both arithmetic
and boolean) and more. Razborov [17] proved super-polynomial lower bounds for
monotone boolean circuits, which were later improved to exponential lower bounds
by Alon and Boppana [2]. Schnorr [21] and Shamir and Snir [22] proved exponential
lower bounds for monotone arithmetic circuits over any field.
In contrast to the strong results concerning monotone circuits, the results for

bounded depth circuits depend on the field. Furst et al. [6] showed exponential lower
bounds for bounded depth boolean circuits. Their result was later improved by many
others [1,10,29]. Razborov and Smolensky [18,24] showed that even if we allow a
boolean circuit to use mod p gates (for some fixed prime p), then it is still
exponentially hard to compute the majority function, this model is an extension of
the arithmetic model over GF ð2Þ:
For general bounded depth arithmetic circuits (over characteristic a2) there are

no exponential lower bounds, in contrast to the boolean case. The best lower bound
(beside the classical Oðn log dÞ) is a slightly super-linear lower bound of Pudlak [14]
and of Raz and Shpilka [16] for polynomials of bounded degree (over any field). Not
only is it difficult to prove lower bounds for general bounded depth circuits, it seems
that proving lower bounds for depth 3 circuits (the first non-trivial depth) is a
difficult task in itself. Over finite fields Grigoriev and Karpinski [7], and later
Grigoriev and Razborov [8] proved exponential lower bounds for depth 3 circuits
computing the determinant.
In spite of these results for depth 3 circuits over finite fields, it seems that the

situation in characteristic 0 is completely different. Nisan [12] and Nisan and
Wigderson [13] proved exponential lower bounds for a restricted class of depth-3
arithmetic circuits, but for general depth-3 arithmetic circuits, there are no such
strong results. It seems that although these circuits look very restricted, they are
actually quite powerful. For example, Ben-Or [4] showed a quadratic depth-3
arithmetic formula that computes the elementary symmetric polynomials, over
infinite fields. The best lower bound is due to Shpilka and Wigderson [23],
who showed a quadratic lower bound for depth-3 arithmetic circuits computing
some of the elementary symmetric polynomials, thus showing that the construction
of [4] is essentially optimal. This is the best lower bound for depth-3 arithmetic
circuits over characteristic 0 so far, no super-quadratic lower bounds are known for
this model.

1.2. Results

From now on we will only consider computations over the complex field, C:
In this paper we introduce a new model for computing polynomials. The new

model is a depth-2 circuit with unbounded fan-in plus gates at the bottom and a gate
computing an elementary symmetric polynomial of the gates of the first level, at the
top. Clearly, each plus gate computes some linear function ci; and the top gate
computes

Sd
mðc1;y; cmÞ
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for some d ðm is the number of gates in the first level). We call m the size of the
circuit, and d its degree. We call such a circuit a symmetric circuit (see Definition 2.2
for a more complete definition). We show the following:

* Universality of the model: We prove that every polynomial can be computed in
this model. More specifically, we show that for every polynomial f we have

ssymðf Þp2dd monðf Þ;

where d ¼ degðf Þ; ssymðf Þ=the size of a smallest symmetric circuit for f ; and
monðf Þ=the number of monomials of f :

* Relation to SPS circuits: We show that this model is weaker than SPS circuits
(see Definition 3.2). In particular we prove the following theorem:

ssymðf Þ >
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
s3ðf Þ

p
;

where s3ðf Þ is the size of a smallest SPS circuit computing f : As a corollary we
get that super-quadratic lower bounds for depth-3 circuits imply super-linear
lower bounds for the symmetric model. On the other hand, if f has a SPS
circuit with m multiplication gates, each of degree at most d then

ssymðf Þp2ddm:

* Lower bounds for the symmetric model: We prove the following lower bounds:

ssymðDET ffiffi
n

p ÞX2n � 3
ffiffiffi
n

p
;

ssym
Yn
2

i¼1

xi þ
Yn

i¼n
2
þ1

xi

0
B@

1
CAX

3

2
n � 2:

Using our techniques we are able to extend the results of [23] and prove the
following lower bound:

s3ðSd
n Þ ¼ Oðdðn � dÞÞ;

for every d > 1: Thus for d ¼ an for some constant 0oao1 we have

s3ðSan
n Þ ¼ Oðn2Þ

(see Definition 3.2 for a definition of s3ðf Þ).

Although this model seems a bit obscure, it is interesting to note that similar
models are already known. Our model can be viewed as SYMðc1;y; cmÞ; the similar
models DET ðc1;1;y; cm;mÞ and PERMðc1;1;y; cm;mÞ have already been studied. In
[26] Valiant shows that the formula size of a polynomial f is at least (up to a small
constant) the minimal number of rows of a (square) matrix A; whose entries are
linear forms, such that detðAÞ ¼ f : In [26–28] Valiant studied p-computable families
of polynomials. In this model, Valiant shows that the permanent is p-complete (for p-
definable polynomials under p-projections), i.e. every p-definable polynomial can be
represented as the permanent of a matrix with linear functions as entries, such that
the number of rows of the matrix is (up to some constant) the p-complexity of the
polynomial (actually the linear functions in this model are not general, i.e.
cAfxi;�xi; 0; 1g). Therefore, our model of symmetric polynomial in linear forms, is
an interesting variation of the better known models of permanent and determinant in
linear forms.
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Another analog of our symmetric model is the model of bounded depth boolean
threshold circuits (TC0 circuits), i.e. bounded depth boolean circuits with majority
gates. TC0 circuits received much attention [9,11,30], but no exponential lower
bounds are known for them. Since the majority function is a symmetric function, we
see that over the boolean domain circuits with symmetric gates have also been
studied.

1.3. Techniques

The proof of the universality of the model is not very difficult, but it is very
interesting to note that there is no such universal property over the real field, R: For
example, one can prove that the polynomial xy þ wz cannot be represented as an
elementary symmetric polynomial in linear forms with real coefficients. The major
difference between the real and complex fields which makes the proof work is that
the complex field contains roots of unity of large order.
The proofs of the lower bounds are more involved, they are based on a lemma

relating the complexity of computing a polynomial, f ; in the symmetric model, and
the maximal dimension of a subspace ACCn such that f jA ¼ 0: In order to use this
lemma (Lemma 4.1 of the paper) it is necessary to find an answer to the following
problem.

Problem 1.1. What is the maximal dimension of a linear subspace ACCm such that
Sd

mjA ¼ 0?

Solving this problem is an open problem of independent interest. We are able to
give two partial answers, each is tight for a different range of degrees.

Theorem 1.1. For any dX2 and for every affine subspace, A; such that degðSd
mjAÞod

we have that

dimðAÞpmaxðm � d; d � 1Þ;

dimðAÞo
m þ d

2
:

The proof of this theorem uses some algebraic tools such as partial derivatives,
symmetrization of polynomials and the algebraic independence of the elementary
symmetric polynomials. This theorem also improves a theorem of a similar nature
from [23].
For convenience this theorem is split into two different claims which appear as

Theorems 4.2 and 4.3.

1.4. Organization of the paper

In Section 2, we define the model and prove the theorems that show that it is a
universal model (i.e. that it can compute all the polynomials). We also prove an
upper bound for every polynomial. In Section 3 we show the connection to depth-2
and depth-3 arithmetic circuits, and prove that super-quadratic lower bounds for
depth-3 circuits imply super-linear lower bounds in the symmetric model. In Section
4 we state our main theorems, and deduce lower bounds from them. In Section 5 we
prove the theorems, and discuss their tightness.
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2. Definition of the model

Let ½n
 ¼ f1;y; ng:

Definition 2.1. We denote by Sd
n ðx1;y; xnÞ the dth elementary symmetric

polynomial on n variables,

Sd
n ðx1;y;xnÞ ¼

X
TC½n

jT j¼d

Y
iAT

xi:

We also denote by Td
n ðx1;y;xnÞ the dth power sum,

Td
n ðx1;y;xnÞ ¼

Xn

i¼1

xd
i :

We are now ready to define our model.

Definition 2.2. A depth-2 symmetric arithmetic circuit is a layered graph with two
levels. Each node at the first level computes a linear function in the set of variables X :
Denote these linear functions with L1;y;Lm: At the second level, there is only one
node, which computes Sd

mðL1;y;LmÞ: In other words, it computes the dth
elementary symmetric polynomial in the linear functions computed in the first level
of the circuit. The polynomial computed at the node of the second level is the output
of the circuit. The size of this circuit is m; i.e. it is the number of nodes in the first
level. The degree of the circuit is d:
We say that a function f is computed by a symmetric circuit of size m and degree d

if there is such a circuit that computes f as its output. For a function f that can be
computed by a symmetric circuit we denote by ssymðf Þ the size of a smallest
symmetric circuit, of degree degðf Þ; that computes f :

Comment 1. Although our definition allows the circuit to be of arbitrarily high degree,
we will only be interested in circuits which have the same degree as the degree of the

polynomial they compute. So from now on, we will only be interested in computations of

the form

f ¼ Sdegðf Þ
m ðc1;y; cmÞ:

It is easy to see that a symmetric circuit computes a polynomial of degree at most d

in X : It is not clear however, that it can compute all the polynomials of degree d: The
following theorem assures us that it can, and gives a generic upper bound for every
polynomial.

Theorem 2.1. Every polynomial fAC½x1;y;xn
 of degree d can be computed by a

symmetric circuit. Moreover, ssymðf Þpd 2d monðf Þ; where monðf Þ=the number of

monomials of f :

The proof of Theorem 2.1 is in two stages. First we show that every polynomial
can be represented as a sum of powers of linear functions, then we show that
every sum of powers of linear functions can be computed by a symmetric
circuit.
In order to show that every polynomial can be represented as a sum of powers of

linear functions, we first show how to represent one monomial as a sum of powers of
linear functions.
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Lemma 2.2. There exist 2d linear function L1;y;L2d such that

Yd

i¼1

xi ¼
X2d

i¼1

ðLiÞ
d :

The proof of the lemma is just an arithmetic analog of the well-known inclusion–
exclusion principle.

Proof. We first prove the following claim:

Claim 2.2.1.

Yd

i¼1

xi ¼ ð�1Þd
1

d!

X
TC½d


ð�1ÞjT j
X
iAT

xi

 !d

:

Proof. The coefficient of
Qd

i¼1 xi in the right hand-side is 1, therefore it is sufficient
to prove that the coefficient of any other monomial is 0 there. Since the polynomial
we compute is homogeneous, any monomial other than

Qd
i¼1 xi does not contain all

the variables, so let’s look at the monomial
Qk

i¼1 xai

i (where kod). This monomial is
computed by the sub-sum

ð�1Þd
1

d!

X
½k
CTC½d


ð�1ÞjT j
X
iAT

xi

 !d

:

The coefficient of
Qk

i¼1 xai

i in ð
P

iAT xiÞ
d is ð d

a1a2yak
Þ (for every ½k
CTC½d
).

Therefore the coefficient of
Qk

i¼1 xai

i on the right hand-side is

ð�1Þd
1

d!

X
½k
CTC½d


ð�1ÞjT j d

a1a2yak

 !

¼ ð�1Þdþk 1

d!

d

a1a2yak

 !Xd�k

r¼0

d � k

r

 !
ð�1Þr ¼ 0: &

Now we can write

ð�1Þd
1

d!
ð�1ÞjT j

� �1
d

¼ cT

for some cTAC: So we get:

Yd

i¼1

xi ¼
X

TC½d


cT

X
iAT

xi

 ! !d

¼
X2d

i¼1

Ld
i :

for some linear forms L1;y;L2d : &

Since every polynomial is a sum of monomials we get that every polynomial can be
represented as a sum of powers of linear functions.

Lemma 2.3. Every polynomial fAC½x1;y;xn
 of degree d can be written as sum of at

most 2d monðf Þ powers of linear functions.

Proof. Let fAC½x1;y; xn
 be a polynomial of degree d: Let z be a new variable.
Multiply every monomial of f of degree k; such that kod; with zd�k: After doing so
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we get a new function f̃AC½x1;y;xn; z
 such that

f̃ðx1;y;xn; 1Þ ¼ f ðx1;y; xnÞ:

According to Lemma 2.2 for every monomial M of f̃ there exists 2d homogeneous
linear functions L̃M ;1;y; L̃M ;2d such that M ¼

P2d

i¼1ðL̃M ;iÞ
d : Since

f̃ ¼
X

monomial

M;

we get that

f̃ ¼
X

monomial

X2d

i¼1

ðL̃M;iÞ
d :

Hence there exists r ¼ 2d monðf̃Þ linear functions, fL̃ig
r
i¼1; satisfying f̃ ¼

Pr
i¼1ðL̃iÞ

d :
Let Li ¼ L̃ijz¼1; we get f ¼

Pr
i¼1ðLiÞ

d :
Notice that if f is homogeneous then f ¼ f̃ and the Li’s are linear forms. &

Next we show that sum of powers of linear functions can be represented as an
elementary symmetric function in linear functions.

Lemma 2.4. Let w be a primitive root of unity of order d: We have:Xk

i¼1

yd
i ¼ �Sd

kd ð�y1;�wy1;�w2y1;y;�wd�1y1;�y2;�wy2;y;�wd�1ykÞ:

Proof. Sr
mðz1;y; zmÞ is the coefficient of tm�r in the polynomial

Qm
i¼1ðt þ ziÞ: So the

coefficient of tkd�d inY
i¼1;y;k
j¼0;y;d�1

ðt � wjyiÞ

is

Sd
kd ð�y1;�wy1;�w2y1;y;�wd�1y1;�y2;�wy2;y;�wd�1ykÞ:

Now

Y
i¼1;y;k
j¼0;y;d�1

ðt � wjyiÞ ¼
Yk

i¼1

ðtd � yd
i Þ:

Therefore the coefficient of tkd�d is �
Pk

i¼1 yd
i : And the result follows. &

Let r be a 2d primitive root of unity. We haveXk

i¼1

yd
i ¼ rdSd

kdð�y1;�r2y1;�r4y1;y;�r2d�2y1;�y2;�r2y2;y;�r2d�2ykÞ

¼Sd
kd ð�ry1;�r3y1;�r5y1;y;�r2d�1y1;�ry2;�r3y2;y;�r2d�1ykÞ:

Now we can deduce our theorem.
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Proof of Theorem 2.1. Put r ¼ 2d monðf Þ; and write f ¼
Pr

i¼1ðLiÞ
d (Lemma 2.3). We

have

f ¼
Xr

i¼1

ðLiÞ
d

¼Sd
rdð�wL1;�w3L1;�w5L1;y;�w2d�1L1;�wL2;�w3L2;y;�w2d�1LrÞ

(w2d ¼ 1 a primitive root of unity). &

Note. The proof of Theorem 2.1 is valid over any fields that has a 2d-primitive root
of unity, an element c such that cd ¼ d!; and the existence of 1

d!:

3. Symmetric circuits vs. depth-3 circuits

In this section we show the relation between the symmetric model and depth-2 and
depth-3 circuits. This relation actually motivated the study of symmetric circuits. In
[23] quadratic lower bounds were proved for depth-3 circuits computing some
explicit polynomials. However, proving super-quadratic lower bounds for SPS
circuits, over fields of characteristic 0, remains an open problem. We prove that
super-quadratic lower bounds for SPS circuits imply super-linear lower bounds for
symmetric circuits. The difficulty to prove super-quadratic lower bounds for depth-3
circuits motivates the attempts to prove super-linear lower bounds for symmetric
circuits, which we hope will be an easier task.

Definition 3.1. A SP arithmetic circuit is a layered depth-2 circuit with a plus gate at
the top and product gates at the bottom. The size of a SP circuit is the number of
edges in it. For a polynomial f we denote by s2ðf Þ the size of the smallest SP circuit
that computes f :

This model of computation is not very interesting since the number of gates at the
bottom level is clearly the number of monomials of f : Thus, for a homogeneous
polynomial f we have

s2ðf Þ ¼ degðf Þ monðf Þ:

Together with Theorem 2.1 we get the following corollary.

Corollary 3.1. For a homogeneous polynomial f ; we have ssymðf Þp2degðf Þ s2ðf Þ:

Definition 3.2. A SPS arithmetic circuit is a layered depth-3 circuit, with a plus gate
at the top, product gates at the middle level and plus gates at the bottom. The size of
a SPS circuit is the number of edges between the bottom level and the middle
level. For a polynomial f we denote by s3ðf Þ the size of the smallest SPS circuit
computing f :

From the definition, it is clear that if f is computed by a SPS circuit with s

multiplication gates, then f has a representation of the form

f ¼
Xs

j¼1

Mj ;
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where

Mj ¼
YdegðMjÞ

i¼1

ci;j ;

each ci;j is a linear function in the input variables, and degðMjÞ is the fan-in of the jth
multiplication gate. We stress that the ci;j’s are linear functions and may involve a
constant term (and indeed without this ability the model is homogeneous, and very
restricted as shown in [12,13]), and that different multiplication gates may use the
same linear function.
A slight modification of a theorem of [4] (see also [23]) relates the sizes of a depth-3

formula for f and a symmetric circuit for it (since it is a straightforward
generalization we omit the proof).

Theorem 3.1 (Ben-Or [4]). For every d;m and any m linear functions L1;y;Lm; there

is a SPS formula of size mðm þ 1Þ computing Sd
mðL1;y;LmÞ:

Proof. Consider the polynomial

PðtÞ ¼
Ym
i¼1

ðt þ LiÞ ¼
Xm

i¼0

Si
mðL1;y;LmÞtm�i:

By evaluating the polynomial at m þ 1 distinct points we can interpolate and get any
of the coefficients. In particular, there exists constants a0;y; am such that

Sd
mðL1;y;LmÞ ¼

Xm

j¼0

ajPðjÞ ¼
Xm

j¼0

aj

Ym
i¼1

ðj þ LiÞ:

Notice that the RHS of the equation is actually given in the form of a SPS formula
with m þ 1 multiplication gates each of degree m: &

As a corollary we get that if f can be computed by a symmetric circuit of size m;
then there is a depth-3 formula of size mðm þ 1Þ computing f : Combining this with
Corollary 3.1 we get:

Theorem 3.2. For a homogeneous polynomial f ; we haveffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
s3ðf Þ

p
� 1pssymðf Þp2degðf Þs2ðf Þ:

As a corollary we see that every super-quadratic lower bound for depth-3 circuits
will imply super-linear lower bound for the symmetric model. Hence it seems an
easier task to prove super-linear lower bounds for the symmetric model. We prove
two non-trivial linear lower bounds, but although our lower bounds are linear, it is
important to notice that they do not follow from the results on SPS circuits, and
their proofs require new techniques.
Despite the fact that we cannot prove any strong separation between the

symmetric model and depth-3 circuits we conjecture the following.

Conjecture 3.1. There is a polynomial, f ; in n variables such that s3ðf Þ is polynomial in

n and ssymðf Þ is exponential in n: In particular, we suspect that

f ðx1;y;xnÞ ¼
Yn
2

i¼1

xi þ
Yn

i¼n
2
þ1

xi

is such a polynomial.
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4. Results

In this section, we prove lower bounds for symmetric circuits and depth-3 circuits.
Our bounds for the symmetric model uses the following lemma stating that good
upper bounds on the dimension of every affine subspace AACm such that Sd

mjA ¼ 0
imply lower bounds on many functions in the symmetric model. Before stating the
lemma we need the following definition.

Definition 4.1. We say that a polynomial f in n variables is non-trivial, if it
cannot be represented as a polynomial of less than n independent linear
functions.

Lemma 4.1. Assume that there is a function g such that whenever Sd
mjA ¼ 0; where A is

an affine subspace, the dimension of A is at most gðm; dÞ: Then for every non-trivial

polynomial f in n variables of degree m; for which there exists a linear subspace BCCn

of dimension D satisfying f jB ¼ 0; we must have

gðssymðf Þ; degðf ÞÞXD:

Proof. Assume that there is a symmetric circuit for f of size m and degree d ¼
degðf Þ: Then we can write

f ðx1;y;xnÞ ¼ Sd
mðL1;y;LmÞ

for some linear functions L1;y;Lm: Let BCCn be a linear subspace of dimension D

such that f jB ¼ 0: Notice that since f jB ¼ 0; we have

0 ¼ Sd
mðL1;y;LmÞjB ¼ Sd

mðL1jB;y;LmjBÞ:

Since dimðBÞ ¼ D; the non-triviality of f implies that there are D independent
linear functions among fLi jBg: Hence there is an affine linear subspace of
dimension D such that Sd

m vanishes on it (this subspace is the image of B under
the linear transformation ðx1;y;xnÞ-ðL1;y;LmÞ: According to our assumption,
we get

gðm; dÞXD:

As a result we have

gðssymðf Þ; degðf ÞÞXD: &

Thus an upper bound on the dimension of an affine linear space A; such that
Sd

mjA ¼ 0; will give lower bounds for symmetric circuits. The following theorems give
such upper bounds.

Theorem 4.2. For every affine subspace, A; such that degðSd
mjAÞod; we have that

dimðAÞpmaxðm � d; d � 1Þ:

This theorem is tight for d > n
2
; for smaller values of d we have the following

theorem.
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Theorem 4.3. For every dX2 and every affine subspace, A; such that degðSd
mjAÞod we

have that

dimðAÞo
m þ d

2
:

Note that degðSd
mjAÞ is well defined no matter how we chose to parameterize A:

Combining Lemma 4.1 with Theorems 4.2 and 4.3 yields the following corollary.

Corollary 4.1. For every non-trivial polynomial f in n variables, that has a linear

subspace BCCn of dimension D satisfying f jB ¼ 0; we have:

maxðSsymðf Þ � degðf Þ; degðf Þ � 1ÞXD;

and

Ssymðf Þ þ degðf Þ
2

> D:

Therefore

Ssymðf Þ > 2D � degðf Þ;

and if degðf Þ � 1oSsymðf Þ � degðf Þ then we also have

Ssymðf ÞXD þ degðf Þ:

Before proving the theorems we show how to use them to prove lower bounds.

4.1. Lower bounds

In this section, we use Lemma 4.1 to prove lower bounds for explicit functions
such as the determinant, and the sum of two monomials. We also use Theorem 4.3 to
strengthen some results of [23].

4.1.1. Lower bounds for the symmetric model

Let

DETnðx1;1;y; xn;nÞ ¼
X
sASn

sgnðsÞ
Yn

i¼1

xi;sðiÞ:

Theorem 4.4.

ssymðDET ffiffi
n

p ÞX2n � 3
ffiffiffi
n

p
; ð1Þ

ssym
Yn
2

i¼1

xi þ
Yn

i¼n
2
þ1

xi

0
B@

1
CAX

3

2
n � 2: ð2Þ

Proof. We first prove the theorem for DET ffiffi
n

p : Let B be the subspace of all
ffiffiffi
n

p
�ffiffiffi

n
p

matrices whose first row is all zeros. Clearly DET ffiffi
n

p jB ¼ 0; dimðBÞ ¼ n �
ffiffiffi
n

p
:

According to Corollary 4.1, we get that

SsymðDET ffiffi
n

p ÞX2ðn �
ffiffiffi
n

p
Þ �

ffiffiffi
n

p
¼ 2n � 3

ffiffiffi
n

p
:
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We now prove the lower bound for
Qn

2
i¼1 xi þ

Qn

i¼n
2
þ1 xi: Let B be the subspace

defined by x1 ¼ xn ¼ 0: Clearly, f jB ¼ 0; and dimðBÞ ¼ n � 2: Plugging it into
Corollary 4.1 we get

max Ssym

Yn
2

i¼1

xi þ
Yn

i¼n
2
þ1

xi

0
B@

1
CA�

n

2
;
n

2
� 1

0
B@

1
CAXn � 2;

hence Ssymð
Qn

2
i¼1 xi þ

Qn

i¼n
2
þ1 xiÞX3

2
n � 2: &

Comment 2. In order to apply Lemma 4.1 to our functions, we have to show that they

are non-trivial, since it is quite obvious we omit the proof.

Although we can only prove linear lower bounds, the following argument shows,
as usual, that almost all polynomials are hard for the symmetric model.

Comment 3. The set ff j degðf Þ ¼ d; ssymðf Þpmg is a variety of dimension pmðn þ 1Þ
in the space of all degree d polynomials in n variables. Since this space is of dimension

ðnþd�1
d

Þ we have a lower bound of

ssymðf ÞX
ðnþd�1

d
Þ

n þ 1

for a generic polynomial f in n variables of degree d:

4.1.2. Lower bounds for SPS circuits

In [23] the following lower bound for Sd
n was proved (Theorem 4.1 there):

Theorem. For every log npdp2n=3 we have s3ðSd
n ÞXmaxðOðn

2

d
Þ;OðndÞÞ:

The next lower bound extends this result to a wider range of degrees.

Theorem 4.5. s3ðSd
n Þ ¼ Oðdðn � dÞÞ for every dX2:

Proof. Assume that C is a depth-3 circuit that computes Sd
n : We want to show that

there are at least n�d
2
multiplication gates of degreeXd in C: This will certainly imply

the theorem. So, suppose that there are less than n�d
2

such gates. We denote these
gates with M1;y;Mr for some ron�d

2 : The following claim, which is similar to
Lemma 3.3 of [23], enables us to use Theorem 4.3 in the scenario of depth-3 circuits.

Claim 4.5.1. There is an affine subspace ACCn; such that 8ipr Mi jA ¼ constant; and

dimðAÞ > nþd
2
:

Proof. Let c1;y; ck (for some kpr) be linear functions such that for any
multiplication gate in the circuit, M ; if we take

A ¼ fxACn j c1ðxÞ ¼ c2ðxÞ ¼ ? ¼ ckðxÞ ¼ 0g

then we have that M jA ¼ constant: We can find such ci’s by simply going over all
product gates. For each product gate that is not set to a constant by the linear
functions that we already chose, we pick a linear function that appears as one of its
linear factors. In this manner we are guaranteed to pick at most r linear functions
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such that for the affine subspace A defined as above we will have for any product
gate M jA ¼ constant: &

Let A be the subspace guaranteed by the claim, we consider Sd
n jA: Notice that CjA

computes Sd
n jA: In CjA all the gates are either constants or of degree less than d:

Therefore, degðSd
n jAÞod: So according to Theorem 4.3 we must have dimðAÞonþd

2 ; in
contradiction. &

Corollary 4.2. For every constant 0oao1; s3ðSan
n Þ ¼ Yðn2Þ:

Proof. Immediate from Theorems 3.1 and 4.5. &

5. Proofs of theorems

We first introduce the algebraic tools that we will need for the proofs.

5.1. Algebraic tools

We will use the basic theorem of the symmetric functions in the proofs of both
Theorems 4.2 and 4.3. This theorem says that every symmetric polynomial can be
represented as a polynomial in some elementary symmetric polynomials (see [19]).

Theorem 5.1. (basic theorem of symmetric functions). Every symmetric polynomial

fAC½x1;y;xm


can be written in a unique way as a polynomial in T1
m;y;Tm

m ; or as a polynomial in

S1
m;y;Sm

m :
This uniqueness of representation shows that T1

m;y;Tm
m are algebraically

independent, and so are S1
m;y;Sm

m :

It is interesting to note that although our theorems speak about one polynomial,
we need to use the algebraic independence of all the elementary symmetric
polynomials.
The main technical tool in our proof is the symmetrizing of polynomials. We now

define a linear operator that symmetrizes polynomials.

Definition 5.1. For a polynomial fAC½X1;y;Xk
 define

Cðf Þ ¼
1

k!

X
sASk

f ðxsð1Þ;y;xsðkÞÞ:

Proposition 5.2. We have some easy observations about C:

* Cðf Þ is a symmetric polynomial of degree pdegðf Þ:
* If g is a symmetric polynomial, then Cðgf Þ ¼ gCðf Þ:
* C is a linear operator, i.e. Cðaf þ bgÞ ¼ aCðf Þ þ bCðgÞ ða; b are constants from

the field).

Now that we have the basic algebraic tools we can prove our theorems.
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5.2. Zeros of symmetric polynomials

In order to prove Theorem 4.2, we need the following lemma that reduces the case
of an affine subspace to the case of a linear subspace.

Lemma 5.3. Let A ¼ V þ u be an affine subspace of Cm; where VCCm is a linear

space and uACm; such that degðSd
mjAÞod: Then Sd

mjV ¼ 0:

Proof. Without loss of generality A can be defined by

xkþ1 ¼ c1ðx1;y; xkÞ;

xkþ2 ¼ c2ðx1;y; xkÞ;

^

xm ¼ cm�kðx1;y;xkÞ:

Write ci ¼ Li þ ai where Li is a homogeneous linear form, and aiAC: Since
degðSd

mjAÞod we get that the homogeneous part of degree of Sd
mjA is zero. Since

Sd
mjA ¼ Sd

mðx1;y; xk; c1;y; cm�kÞ;

the homogeneous part of degree d is

Sd
mðx1;y;xk;L1;y;Lm�kÞ;

which equals to zero according to our assumption. Since V is the linear space defined
by the following equations:

xkþ1 ¼ L1ðx1;y;xkÞ;

xkþ2 ¼ L2ðx1;y;xkÞ;

^

xm ¼ Lm�kðx1;y; xkÞ;

we have that Sd
mjV ¼ 0: Hence, the result follows. &

We can now turn to the proofs of the theorems.

5.3. Proof of Theorem 4.2

We are going to assume by contradiction that there exist an affine subspace A of
dimension k such that k > maxðm � d; d � 1Þ and such that degðSd

mjAÞod: We will
show that as a consequence of our assumption we can write Sd

k as a polynomial in
S1

k;S
2
k;y;Sd�1

k : This is a contradiction because of the basic theorem of the
symmetric functions.

Proof. Lemma 5.3 allows us to assume w.l.o.g. that A is a linear subspace and that
Sd

mjA ¼ 0: So assume that dimðAÞ ¼ k; and let A be defined by

xkþ1 ¼ L1ðx1;y;xkÞ;

xkþ2 ¼ L2ðx1;y;xkÞ;

^

xm ¼ Lm�kðx1;y; xkÞ:

In other words,

A ¼ fðx1;y;xmÞ j xkþi ¼ Li; 81pipm � kg:
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We have

0 ¼Sd
mjA ¼ Sd

mðx1;y;xk;L1;y;Lm�kÞ

¼Sd
k ðx1;y; xkÞ þ Sd

m�kðL1;y;Lm�kÞ

þ
Xd�1
i¼1

Sd�i
k ðx1;y; xkÞ  Si

m�kðL1;y;Lm�kÞ:

Assume by contradiction that k > maxðm � d; d � 1Þ: Since k > m � d; we have that
d > m � k and therefore

Sd
m�kðL1;y;Lm�kÞ ¼ 0:

So we have

0 ¼ Sd
k ðx1;y;xkÞ þ

Xd�1
i¼1

Sd�i
k ðx1;y;xkÞ Si

m�kðL1;y;Lm�kÞ: ð3Þ

We now apply C (as defined in Definition 5.1) to both sides of the equation and get:

0 ¼ C Sd
k ðx1;y; xkÞ þ

Xd�1
i¼1

Sd�i
k ðx1;y;xkÞSi

m�kðL1;y;Lm�kÞ

 !
:

From the linearity of C and Proposition 5.2 we get that

0 ¼CðSd
k ðx1;y;xkÞÞ þ

Xd�1
i¼1

CðSd�i
k ðx1;y;xkÞ Si

m�kðL1;y;Lm�kÞÞ

¼Sd
k ðx1;y; xkÞ þ

Xd�1
i¼1

Sd�i
k ðx1;y;xkÞCðSi

m�kðL1;y;Lm�kÞÞ:

Each CðSi
m�kðL1;y;Lm�kÞÞ (where iod) is a symmetric polynomial of degree at

most d � 1 in the k variables x1;y;xk: Theorem 5.1 shows that it is a polynomial in

S1
kðx1;y;xkÞ;S2

kðx1;y; xkÞ;y;Sd�1
k ðx1;y;xkÞ:

So after applying C to both sides of Eq. (3) we can write the result as

0 ¼ Sd
k ðx1;y;xkÞ þ QðS1

k;S
2
k;y;Sd�1

k Þ;

(for some polynomial Q in d � 1 variables), i.e.

S1
kðx1;y;xkÞ;S2

kðx1;y; xkÞ;y;Sd
k ðx1;y;xkÞ

are algebraically dependent. But we assumed that k > d � 1; so by Theorem 5.1 we
have a contradiction. &

5.4. Proof of Theorem 4.3

As in the proof of Theorem 4.2 we will use the linear operator C that symmetrizes
polynomials. In addition we will also have to consider partial derivatives of
polynomials.
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5.4.1. Partial derivatives with respect to vectors

Definition 5.2. For vACm; and a polynomial fAC½X1;y;Xm
 define @vðf Þ ¼Pm
i¼1 vi

@f
@xi

(where v ¼ ðv1;y; vmÞ).

The following proposition shows some easy properties of @v: It is similar in spirit
to some propositions from [5,13].

Proposition 5.4.

* @vðLÞ ¼ LðvÞ ¼ Lðv1;y; vmÞ for every linear function L.
* @vðfgÞ ¼ g@vðf Þ þ f @vðgÞ; for every pair of functions f, g:
* @vð

Qt
i¼1 LiÞ ¼

Pt
i¼1ðLiðvÞ

Q
jai LjÞ; for every set of linear functions

L1;y;LtAC½X1;y;Xm
 (follows immediately from the previous properties).

The following lemma shows that for a vector v of a special structure,
@vðSr

kðx1;y;xkÞÞ is equal to a scalar multiple of Sr�1
d�1ðx1;y;xd�1Þ where rpdpk;

when restricted to a certain subspace of the inputs.

Lemma 5.5. Let kXd; and U be the following subspace

U ¼ fðx1;y; xkÞACk j xd ¼ xdþ1 ¼ ? ¼ xk ¼ 0g:

Let vACk be a vector satisfying:

1. v1 ¼ v2 ¼ ? ¼ vd�1 ¼ 1:
2.
Pk

i¼1 vi ¼ 0:

Then for every rpd we have

@vðSr
kðx1;y;xkÞÞjU ¼ ð1� rÞSr�1

d�1ðx1;y; xd�1Þ:

Proof. From the linearity of the derivative, we have

@vðSr
kðx1;y;xkÞÞjU ¼

X
TC½k

jT j¼r

@v

Y
iAT

xi

 !�����
U

:

According to Proposition 5.4, the right-hand side is equal to

X
TC½k

jT j¼r

X
iAT

vi

Y
jAT
jai

xj

0
BB@

1
CCA
��������
U

¼
X

TC½k

jT j¼r�1

X
iA½k
\T

vi

 ! Y
iAT

xi

 !�����
U

:

From the definition of U ; we have that xd ;y; xk ¼ 0: Therefore, the right-hand side
is equal toX

TC½d�1

jT j¼r�1

X
iA½k
\T

vi

 ! Y
iAT

xi

 !
:

Since v satisfies that

v1 ¼ v2 ¼ ? ¼ vd�1 ¼ 1;

and Xk

i¼1

vi ¼ 0;
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we have that for TC½d � 1
; jT j ¼ r � 1X
iA½k
\T

vi ¼ �ðr � 1Þ ¼ 1� r:

So we get

@vðSr
kðx1;y;xkÞÞjU ¼

X
TC½d�1

jT j¼r�1

ð1� rÞ
Y
iAT

xi

 !

¼ð1� rÞSr�1
d�1ðx1;y;xd�1Þ: & ð4Þ

The following basic lemma shows the conditions under which we can find a vector
satisfying the properties of Lemma 5.5.

Lemma 5.6. In every vector space of dimension r, there is a vector with at least r

coordinates that are all 1.

5.4.2. The proof

The proof of Theorem 4.3 has the same spirit as the proof of Theorem 4.2, but in
order to write Sd

k as a polynomial in S1
k;S

2
k;y;Sd�1

k we need to use partial
derivatives as well.

Proof of Theorem 4.3. As before, Lemma 5.3 allows us to assume w.l.o.g. that A is a
linear subspace and that Sd

mjA ¼ 0: So assume that dimðAÞ ¼ k; and let A be defined
by

xkþ1 ¼ L1ðx1;y;xkÞ;

xkþ2 ¼ L2ðx1;y;xkÞ;

^

xm ¼ Lm�kðx1;y; xkÞ:

We have

0 ¼Sd
mjA ¼ Sd

mðx1;y;xk;L1;y;Lm�kÞ

¼Sd
k ðx1;y; xkÞ þ Sd

m�kðL1;y;Lm�kÞ þ
Xd�1
i¼1

Si
kðx1;y;xkÞ Sd�i

m�kðL1;y;Lm�kÞ:

ð5Þ

Assume by contradiction that

kX
m þ d

2
:

Define

L0ðx1;y;xkÞ ¼ x1 þ?þ xkð¼ S1
kðx1;y; xkÞÞ:

Let V be the vector space:

V ¼ fvACk j LiðvÞ ¼ 0 80pipm � kg:

According to our assumption, the dimension of V is at least

dimðV ÞXk � ðm � k þ 1ÞXd � 1:

According to Lemma 5.6, there is a vector vAV s.t, w.l.o.g., its first d � 1
coordinates are 1. Since LiðvÞ ¼ 0; 80pipm � k: Proposition 5.4 gives

@vðS1
kðx1;y;xkÞÞ ¼ @vðL0ðx1;y;xkÞÞ ¼ L0ðvÞ ¼ 0;
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and

@vðSl
m�kðL1;y;Lm�kÞÞ ¼ 0 81plpd:

Therefore by applying @v to both sides of Eq. (5) we get by Proposition 5.4 that

0 ¼ @vðSd
k ðx1;y;xkÞÞ þ

Xd�1
i¼2

@vðSi
kðx1;y; xkÞÞ Sd�i

m�kðL1;y;Lm�kÞ: ð6Þ

Let U be the subspace

U ¼ fðx1;y; xkÞAV j xd ¼ xdþ1 ¼ ? ¼ xk ¼ 0g:

According to Lemma 5.5 we have that for every rpd

@vðSr
kðx1;y;xkÞÞjU ¼ ð1� rÞSr�1

d�1ðx1;y; xd�1Þ: ð7Þ

Therefore by restricting both sides of Eq. (6) to U we get:

0 ¼ @vðSd
k ðx1;y;xkÞÞjU þ

Xd�1
i¼2

ð@vðSi
kðx1;y;xkÞÞ Sd�i

m�kðL1;y;Lm�kÞÞjU ;

and according to Eq. (7), this is equal to

0 ¼ ð1� dÞSd�1
d�1ðx1;y;xd�1Þ

þ
Xd�1
i¼2

ð1� iÞSi�1
d�1ðx1;y;xd�1Þ ðSd�i

m�kðL1;y;Lm�kÞjU Þ:

We now apply C to both sides of the equation. Using Proposition 5.2 we get

0 ¼Cðð1� dÞSd�1
d�1ðx1;y;xd�1Þ

þ
Xd�1
i¼2

ð1� iÞSi�1
d�1ðx1;y;xd�1Þ ðSd�i

m�kðL1;y;Lm�kÞjU ÞÞ

¼ ð1� dÞSd�1
d�1ðx1;y;xd�1Þ

þ
Xd�1
i¼2

ð1� iÞSi�1
d�1ðx1;y;xd�1ÞCðSd�i

m�kðL1;y;Lm�kÞjU Þ:

For 1pipd � 2; CðSi
m�kðL1;y;Lm�kÞjU Þ is a symmetric polynomial of degree at

most d � 2 in x1;y; xd�1 and therefore can be written as a polynomial in
S1

d�1ðx1;y;xd�1Þ;y;Sd�2
d�1ðx1;y;xd�1Þ: So we have

0 ¼ ð1� dÞSd�1
d�1 þ QðS1

d�1;y;Sd�2
d�1Þ;

for some polynomial Q: But, according to Theorem 5.1. S1
d�1;y;Sd�2

d�1 ;S
d�1
d�1 are

algebraically independent, and ð1� dÞ; which is the coefficient of Sd�1
d�1 ; is not 0, so we

have a contradiction. Thus komþd
2
: &

5.5. Tightness of results

In this subsection we show that Theorems 4.2 and 4.3 are tight in some cases.

Claim 5.6.1. For dXmþ1
2

the result of Theorem 4.2 is tight.

Proof. According to Theorem 4.2 the largest dimension of an affine subspace A such
that Sd

mjA ¼ 0 is at most maxðm � d; d � 1Þ ¼ d � 1 (since dXmþ1
2
). Let A be the
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subspace of Cm defined by

A ¼ fðx1;y;xmÞ j xd ¼ xdþ1 ¼ ? ¼ xm ¼ 0g:

Since every monomial of Sd
m contains at least one variable of xd ;y;xm we clearly

have Sd
mjA ¼ 0: Since dimðAÞ ¼ d � 1 we are done. &

Claim 5.6.2. For d ¼ 2 the result of Theorem 4.3 is tight up to an additive factor of 1
(in [15] the exact behavior of S2

m is determined).

Proof. Since d ¼ 2; Theorem 4.3 implies that the co-dimension of every subspace B

such that S2
mjB ¼ 0; is at least Im

2
m: To prove a lower bound on the co-dimension

write S2
m as

S2
m ¼ xm

Xm�1

i¼1

xi

 !
þ
1

2

Xm�1

i¼1

xi

 !2

�
Xm�1

i¼1

x2
i

0
@

1
A:

When we restrict our polynomial to

A ¼ ðx1;y;xmÞ j
Xm�1

i¼1

xi ¼ 0

( )
;

we get

S2
mjA ¼

1

2
�
Xm�2

i¼1

x2
i �

Xm�2

i¼1

xi

 !2
0
@

1
A:

We now have two cases, m odd and m even.

* m even: Let Ã be defined by

x2j�1 ¼ i x2j ; j ¼ 1;y;
m � 2

2

and Xm�2

i¼1

xi ¼ 0:

Clearly

S2
mjÃ ¼ 0:

Since we had 1þ m�2
2

¼ m
2
restrictions, we see that the co-dimension of Ã is m

2
:

Hence Theorem 4.3 is tight for d ¼ 2 and m even.
* m odd: We take the same Ã as before with the additional restriction that

xm ¼ 0: We get that the co-dimension of Ã is mþ1
2

¼ Jm
2
n: This shows that the

theorem is tight up to an additive factor of 1. In [15] it is proved that the co-
dimension of any such A is at least Jm

2n: &

As one can see, combining Theorems 4.2 and 4.3 with Lemma 4.1 we can only get
lower bounds of the form ssymðf ÞX2n for polynomials in n variables. Proving a better
lower bound using Lemma 4.1 seems a difficult task because of the next theorem.

Theorem 5.7 (Saks [20]). There exists a linear subspace A of dimension

Im=lm s:t: Sd
mjA ¼ 0; where l is the smallest integer such that l [ d:
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Therefore, for odd values of d we have a space A of dimension Im=2m s.t. Sd
mjA ¼

0: So Lemma 4.1 cannot give a lower bound better than 2n for polynomials of odd
degree in n variables.
The subspace A; of Theorem 5.7, is constructed in such a way that in the

representation of Sd
m as a polynomial in fTi

mg; every monomial of this representation,
i.e. every product of the formY

i

Tdi
m where

X
di ¼ d;

is equal to zero when restricted to A:

Proof of Theorem 5.7. Let w be a l-primitive root of unity. Take

A ¼ fðx1;wx1;w
2x1;y;wl�1x1;x2;wx2;y;wl�1xIm=lm; 0;y; 0Þ j xiACg:

Notice that if l [ k then Tk
mjA ¼ 0: Writing Sd

m using the Newton identities, we see
that in every product

Qd
k¼1 ðTk

mÞ
mk (s.t.

Pd
k¼1 kmk ¼ d) there is some k with l [ k and

mka0: Therefore every such product is zero when restricted to A: Hence
Sd

mjA ¼ 0: &

Thus for all odd d the function gðm; dÞ that appears in Lemma 4.1 is at least m
2 :

Therefore one must consider the arithmetic properties of the degree, d; when trying
to answer Problem 1.1.
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